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A COMEDY BY DANI DE LA ORDEN

SYNOPSIS
Flora and Victor are winners, capable of taking their
competitiveness to the extreme, even in their marriage. So much is their hatred of losing that they have
no problem arguing to the bitter end in order to win
a fight, or to simply prove who’s right or wrong, no
matter how absurd.
So when it comes to their divorce, both want to win.
But unlike how it usually goes, this couple fights tooth
and nail to NOT get custody of their three children—
Alexia, Sara and Juan—who must endure their parents’ endeavors to convince them that living alone
with either of them would be a living hell.

Each one has an offer on the table to fulfill their professional dreams. Victor has the opportunity to lead
his own project as an architect and Flora to volunteer
in Africa and use her medical degree for what she’d
always imagined: helping those who need it most.
They both feel like this is their chance to achieve
those youthful goals that get pushed aside when one
decides to have a family, raise kids, take care of them,
etc. That’s why Flora and Victor decide to declare war
on one another. A war where both sides seem willing
to do whatever it takes to come out the victor.
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Director’s bi o
dani de la orden
Barcelona, 1989
Dani de la Orden studied at ESCAC and, as soon
as he graduated, he shot Barcelona Summer Night
with his friends, an ensemble romantic comedy of
which he then made a sequel: Barcelona Christmas
Night. His following features were box office hits:
Party Town with over 300k spectators and The
Best Summer of My Life which brought in over
1,350,000. He then embarked on a smaller and
more personal film, adapting the generational
dramatic play Litus.
De la Orden recently returned to romantic comedy
with The Wedding Unplanner and he is currently
working on You Keep the Kids! a family- focused
comedy produced by Atresmedia Cine, Warner
Bros Entertainment Spain and Álamo Producciones.
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Shorts
2013
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2014
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Television
2018-20 Élite (9 episodes)
2019
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D irector’ s statemen t
The conflict behind You Keep the Kids! couldn’t be
more universal and of today: a separation. But by
turning it on its head (this time, no one fights for custody, on the contrary, they are fighting to avoid it) it
manages to speak with humor, irony and even tenderness about how in matrimonial discord and especially
during a divorce the children end up in a battlefield
where they should never be placed.
This time the parents will try to become the worst
parents in the world in order to free themselves from
their respective custody so they can, selfishly, fulfill
their youthful dreams that got waylaid when family
obligations came along.

You Keep the Kids! talks about how children are always stuck in an unnecessary war and about how the
selfishness of parents can be so great that they forget
what their greatest priority is: family.
Behind the comedy, behind its (both simple and sophisticated) humor and its edginess, You Keep the
Kids! remains a story appealing for dialogue, empathy and communication—above all else—in family arguments and divorces. And in the worst case, there
should at least be a room set aside to host the most
uncontrollable arguments where the children won’t
find themselves stuck in the middle.
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T ECHNICAL SPEC S
Genre

Comedy
Shoot weeks

Seven weeks
Locations

Madrid and the Canary Islands
Language

Spanish
Runtime

95 minutes (TBD)
Production companies

Atresmedia Cine
Warner Bros. Entertainment España
Álamo Producciones Audiovisuales
Álamo Audiovisual Séptima Parte AIE
With the collaboration of

Atresmedia
Movistar+
Orange
Distributor

Warner Bros. Entertainment España

THEATRICAL RELEASE
December 17th 2021

the productioN CompanieS
ATRESMEDIA CINE
ATRESMEDIA CINE has backed Spanish and international cinema throughout its history. Founded in 2000
under the name Ensueño Films, as the film production
house of ATRESMEDIA, it was created with the objective of supporting and contributing to the growth
of the film industry by using the full potential of the
ATRESMEDIA group, with its television networks and
radio stations as a means of communication. Since
then, it has produced a great number of titles that
have garnered public and critical acclaim such as The
Candidate, Palm Trees in the Snow, Smoke and Mirrors, Three Steps Above Heaven, the Torrente saga,
Julia’s Eyes, and A Stroke of Luck, among others; and
it has brought home numerous prizes, highlights of
which include the best feature film Goya® for Marshland and the best animated feature Oscar® nomination for Klaus. It also produces international hits like
The Invisible Guest by Oriol Paulo, which was a sensation in China.
ATRESMEDIA CINE continues to strengthen its creative and production endeavors with projects that will
be up and running in the coming days, such as the

comedy You Keep the Kids! directed by Dani de la
Orden, Las Leyes de la Frontera, based on the novel of the same title by Javier Cercas and directed by
Daniel Monzón, Live is Life, an original story by Albert
Espinosa that will be adapted for the big screen by
Dani de la Torre and La Mujer Perfecta with a script
by Olatz Arroyo and directed by Arantxa Echevarría,
a project that fosters and promotes the talent and
visibility of women in film.
2020 saw the theatrical releases of the horror movie Malasaña 32, directed by Albert Pintó; the marital
comedy The Wedding Unplanner, directed by Dani
de la Orden; Superagent Okie Dokie starring Leo Harlem, Jordi Sánchez and Silvia Abril, and directed by
Alfonso Sánchez; the second installment of the biggest box office hit of 2019, Father There Is Only One
2, starring Santiago Segura alongside the most popular family in Spanish cinema; and hitting screens in the
upcoming months: El Verano Que Vivimos, directed
by Carlos Sedes and starring Blanca Suárez, Javier
Rey and Pablo Molinero, and the new comedy directed by Dani de la Orden, You Keep the Kids!, starring
Paco León and Miren Ibarguren.

WARNER BROS. PICTURES ESPAÑA
Since 2003 WARNER BROS. PICTURES ESPAÑA has
been supporting and fostering the Spanish film industry and has participated in some of the biggest hits
of Spanish cinema, both at the box office as well as in
terms of awards and recognition.
WARNER BROS. PICTURES ESPAÑA is responsible
for the production and distribution of between six and
eight Spanish titles per year, pledging itself on gender
diversity, emerging and established talent, and promoting the international potential of its projects.
Helming some of its most prominent titles are such
directors as Pedro Almodóvar, Fernando González
Molina, Alberto Rodríguez, Juan Antonio Bayona, Oriol Paulo, Rodrigo Sorogoyen, Álex de la Iglesia, Enrique Urbizu, Daniel Sánchez Arévalo, Daniel Guzmán,
Damián Szifron, Dani de la Torre, Guillermo del Toro
and Pablo Trapero, among others.
Among their most successful films we find The Orphanage, Three Steps Above Heaven, Cousinhood,
Torrente 4, No Rest for the Wicked, The Impossible,

Three Many Weddings, Marshland, Mortadelo and Filemon, Perdiendo el Norte, Nothing in Return, Palm
Trees in the Snow, The Invisible Guest, A Stroke of
Luck, Lord, Give Me Patience, Toc Toc and The Candidate, among others. The local production department at WARNER BROS. ENTERTAINMENT ESPAÑA
also backs international projects with Spanish participation, like Pan’s Labyrinth, Vicky Cristina Barcelona,
The Clan and Wild Tales.
2019 saw the premieres of Taxi to Treasure Rock, The
Japon and Off Course to China, the successful follow
up to Perdiendo el Norte. This year’s releases include
the horror movie Malasaña 32 and the upcoming premier of El Verano Que Vivimos by Carlos Sedes and
starring Blanca Suárez, Javier Rey and Pablo Molinero,
as well as You Keep the Kids! directed by Dani de la
Orden and with Paco León and Miren Ibarguren in the
lead roles.
2021 will see the release of Por los Pelos directed
by Nacho García Vilella, Live is Life with Dani de la
Torre directing a screenplay by Albert Espinosa, and
Las Leyes de la Frontera, directed by Daniel Monzón,
based on the book of the same name by Javier Cercas.

ÁLAMO PRODUCCIONES AUDIOVISUALES, S.L.
At the head of Álamo Producciones Audiovisuales is
Eduardo Campoy, who boasts a long professional career dedicated to cinematographic production.
ÁLAMO PRODUCCIONES, in co-production with
Atresmedia and distributed by A Contracorriente
Films, premiered the feature The Best Summer of my
Life in 2018, which was a box office smash. Dani de la
Orden directed this comedy full of humor, irony and
tenderness starring Leo Harlem, Maggie Civantos,
Toni Acosta, and the children Alejandro Serrano and
Stephanie Gil. With a screenplay by Daniel Castro,
Marta Suárez and Olatz Arroyo, The Best Summer of
my Life was the closing night film at the 21st Malaga
Film Festival in official selection, non-competition. It
is a romping, entertaining comedy that was very well
received by audiences and is the adaptation of the
successful Italian movie Sole a Catinelle.
After the success of The Best Summer of my Life,
ÁLAMO PRODUCCIONES theatrically released the
feature film Litus, also directed by Dani de la Orden and starring Quim Gutiérrez, Belén Cuesta, Álex
García, Adrián Lastra, Miquel Fernández and Marta
Nieto. Litus was shown at the 22nd Malaga Film Festival in competition, official selection, and Quim Gutiérrez won the Best Supporting Actor award.
In 2020, the production company released the comedy The Wedding Unplanner (remake of the French
movie Jour J), directed by Dani de la Orden and starring Belén Cuesta, Álex García and Silvia Alonso, as
well as Superagent Okie Dokie, directed by Alfonso
Sánchez and starring Leo Harlem, Jordi Sánchez and
Silvia Abril. Both coproduced with Atresmedia.
Currently in postproduction are the narrative features
Con Quien Viajas and Solo una Vez—both films were
shot in early 2020 and were directed by up-and-coming directors—as well as the comedy You Keep the
Kids!, a remake of the French film from Pathé, directed by Dani de la Orden and starring Paco León and
Miren Ibarguren.
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